
to be swinish and monopolize every
conceivable desire that comes to
their mind without any regard for
others. As a result everyone, direct-
ly or indirectly, suffers and we are
justified in demanding reformation.
The redlight is no exception, but only
an example.

This talk about anyone being
$y saintly or angelic the moment they

advocate decency is all bosh. We
don't need to pray to God to alter the
universe for us. His world is alright

the opposite lies in our keeping.
God didn't declare war, so why ask

, Him to stop it? The same way with
our other discrepancies. It's in our
power to perfect ourselves as a race
if we but seek out the practical things
of life and apply what knowledge we
possess in a practical way. We ought
to have enough foresight and con-

sider what habits in our present life
will some day be as obsolete as are
today religious persecutions of the
past.

It's an easy matter to secure a train
of followers to any sort of doctrine
or creed, but its character is not
proved thereby as being either good
or bad. We have to look at the actual
results from the practice of that be-

lief to form a correct opinion, and I'd
hke to see the color of a man's eyes
that persists, in the face of its conse-
quences, in upholding immorality!

Men, don't gratify your nature at
the expense of some one else! Re-

member that the majority of women
did not become prostitutes because
they wanted to and, remember, that
they wouldn't continue to be such if
you didn't upkeep them. Who's the
guiltier? Instead of framing excuses

J for the existence of redlights, why
don't you legislate to remove the
cause and give the women a chance
to be decent if they want to?

i agree that segregated vice is bet-

ter than broadcast vice, but why have
either? We don't want a race of crim-
inals, we don't want to pay taxes for
the upkeep of penal and reform in- -.

stitutions, insane asylums and chari
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table organizations
redlights we need
J. Acker.

We don't need
HOMES! Wm.

BELLE AND GERTA. I noticed
an article in The Day Book concern-
ing two young ladies who confess
that they are lonesome.

If Belle and Gerta, the names of
girls whom the article pictured as
lonely, study both sides of the situa-
tion they will discover that it is the
man who has to make the living while
the woman, married or single, has
but a certain amount of work to do
each day.

Regarding the girl in pursuit of a
man, she can easily turn the man's
affections. Remember, Belle and
Gerta, all a young lady has in this
world is her name and she should
keep that just as bright as the day
she got it

I am employed in a loop depart-
ment store. The position affords me
an excellent opportunity to study the
female sex. Some of the young
women do not try to hide their love-

liness. A girl like that I lose all re-
spect for and so do other men.

I have been in Chicago nine months
and I think it is a thing of the past
to find a modest young lady in Chi-
cago. They seem to be more or less
loud and have not got as womanly
an appearance as the country girl.

My advice to Belle and Gerta is to
watch and wait, but to never go in
pursuit, because she who waits comes
out the winner. W. J. P.

A RIGHT STEP. I see the morals
body of Chicago wants to require
naturalized Americans with good ref-

erences to have charge of poolrooms.
If they would go farther and say sa-

loons and many other business places
it would certainly make a great dif-

ference to the American business
man. As it is now they must com-

pete with people who keep their
places open day and night and live
on almost nothing. We see good
union men patronizing foreign clean--
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